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2003

The Saturn ION has two passlock wires, WHITE and WHITE/BLACK. The WHITE wire must be interup-
pted with the YELLOW wire to the key side and the BLACK/YELLOW wire to the BCM side. After all
connections are completed with the exception of the PINK ignition wire from the 555L, temporarily con-
nect the 555L PINK wire to the vehicle’s BLUE ignition wire. Start the vehicle and hold the key in the
crank position for 5 to 10 seconds so that the 555L can learn resistance. After this is completed, connect
the PINK wire from the 555L to the PINK/WHITE second ignition wire from the remote start unit. The
PINK wire on the 555L must only have power during remote start, which the PINK/WHITE wire provides.

555L Wiring Diagram

NOTE: BLACK/WHITE and VIOLET wires from 555L are not used.
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IMPORTANT! This wiring information is being provided free of charge on an "as is" basis, without any representation or war-
ranty. It is the dealer's responsibility to verify any circuit before interfacing with it using a digital multi-meter. Directed
Electronics Inc. assumes no responsibility with regards to the accuracy or currency of this information. Proper installation in
every case remains the responsibility of the installer.
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